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PREFACE 
This ·study was undertaken first, to satisfy the mind of the 
writer es to the velue of assigned home work in mathematics and, 
second, to inform other teachers, principals, superintendents, and 
parents concerning this much discussed problem in education. It is 
hoped that the stUd7 will be of use to other algebra teachers who are 
in doubt as to the value of' their assigned home work. 
I wish to express my appreciation to the following people who 
helped to make this study possible: 
(l) Dr. Merle Willard Glasgow, Principal ot the Junior High 
School, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Bis interest in this 
experiment and his releasing or the writer from extra-
curricular and other duties for the year made the study 
a pleasure. 
(2) Dr. James Howard Zant, Associate Professor or Mathematics, 
hose suggestions and advice at the beginning ct this study 
were indeed helpful. 
(3) Charles Leonard Kezer, Professor ot Secondary Education, 
my kind and eneouragin~ advisor. 
(4) Paul c. Norvell, Principal of the Senior High School, 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma. 
(5} Dr. Merlin Ray Chauncey, Professor ot Education. 
(6) Herbert R. Wrinkle, Superintendent or Schools, 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
(7) Thelma Venice Zinn, Jf.athelft8t1cs teacher in Junior 
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THE PROBLEM .AND ITS SETTING 
Pupils in the first year algebra classes in the BartlesTille 
Junior- Senior High School during the year 1938-1939 were used for this 
study. The purpose was to determine whether there is any significant 
1 
difference in achievements in algebra as measured by teacher-made tests 
for pupils who have been assigned home work to prepare and those who 
have not been assigned home work. The assignment consisted ot written~ 
work to be handed in daily. Methods of conducting the two groups in · 
classes were the same with the exception or the omission ot the assign-
ment of home work i n one or the groups • 
.An attempt was made to answer the following questions: 
1 . Do pupils show great r achievement when assigned home 110rk 
is required in algebra? 
2. Are home- work assignments as necessary for pupils of higher 
! Q's as for those of average or low IQ's? 
3. Is there any correlation between the IQ's ot tne individuals 
and the improvement due to assigned home work? 
4. Do boys profit more or less than girl.s when home work is 
required? 
5. Do chronological ages relate closely to the achievements 
made by pupils having assigned home work? 
This study was undertaken &tter several years ot discussion 
concerning home work among the patrons and school officials ot the 
1 Tests were made by the writer. 
2 
school where the writer is employed as an algebra teacher. ueh or the 
opinion was against home work. Complaints oame mostly trom parents ot 
children in the seventh grcde. These children had not been accustomed 
to very much home work in the grade school, end the amounts assigned by 
the junior high school teachers together with the child's task ot 
adjusting him.self to a new school situation seemed to work a hardship 
on pupils as well as on parents. 
The topic of home work formed the basis of discussion in several 
teachers' meet11J8S. Principals sllggested lessening the amounts 
assigned, especially in the lower junior high school grades. Some tew 
articles tor and ageinst assigned home work were passed around cniong 
the faculty to be read, but no· results ot statistical studies were 
evaileble. It was found that parents, teachers, principals, and 
superintendents elsewhere were interested in this subject not only 
in the United Stetes but in other countries. 
Dr. William H. Johnson, Superintendent ot Chicago Schools, says 
that the question of home work, long one of the thorniest problems 
of the modern schools, can raise e heated pro and con discussion 
quicker than any other in education. 
"Say fathers: •rhat are teachers paid tor, if I .must 
help Bi~ly with his algebra and ancient history?' 
Sa.y teachers: 'It is utterly impossible to cover all 
of the materit1.l in the course ot study in the sh.ort school 
hours. "'2 
The Information Service ot the International Bureau ot Educa-
tion tor Great Brittan reports that the House ot Commons recently 
agreed to a resolution oved by Mr. Rodf'ord, member tor Manchester 
2 Dr. • H. Johnson, "Rome lork Bo", Literary: Digest, Vol. 123 
(1937), No. 1, p. 31 
and worded as follows: 
"That in the opinion of this house it is undesirable 
that school children should have their evening occupied 
with home work to the exclusion of rest and recreation, 
and that whenever practicable, preparations on the school 
premises should be substituted tor home work.tt3 
So.me years ago the Scottish Education Department issued a 
ciroular on overpressure in schools, and replies to the question-
naires which were sent all over Scotland were examined by Dr. A. 
3 
orr1son ot the Scottish Universities. Re found from the replies 
that his university examinations were to a considerable extent to 
blame. Another cause of excessive home work wes the tact that in 
Scotland, afte.r the age of twelve, pupils were no longer taught by 
one teacher all day, but went to a separate teacher for each subject, 
and the more zealous the· teecher, the ore the danger ot the total 
amount ot home work being excessive. 4 
Replying to the debate 1n the Uouse ot CowJUOns the secretary 
ot the Board or Education, r. Olivor Stanler , said that they were 
ectually in the middle of a comprehensive inquiry into the whole 
question or home '\!IOrk. The ehier points in the policy of the 
Assistant Masters' Association ot Scotland are that, (l) home work 
is a valuable en.d necessary means or study free from. the restrictions 
of class work, but thut it should be strictly limited in amount 6Jld 
definitely apportioned among the various subjects, end (2) that home 
work should be regulated by start orransement and by time table. The 
3 1. ,cKeen Cattell, "Reports", School and Society. Vol. 43 (1936). 
No. 1120, p. 821 
4 Ibid. 
4 
maximum t111les per evening should be one-hundred twenty minutes for 
pupils between fourteen end sixteen years of age and for pupils oyer 
sixteen there should not be a rigid time table but they should be 
5 encouraged to direct their own studies. 
The Berlin Correspondent of the Journal of the .Americau lledical 
Association wrote in 1932 that the overburdening of the $Ohool child 
is still a subject ot much discussion. The Minister or Instruction ot 
France has appointed a com ission to study the matter of overpressure 
which always implies too mueh home study. The report of the school 
medical officer ot the London County Council for 1929 devotes two 
pages to the question of ovarpreasure, and five physicians are quoted 
es finding many eas~s ot nervousness and debility due to axcessiTe 
home work. He concl udes b7 saying, 
"It is the duty of school authorit ies to consider the 
result not merely upon scholastic advancement but upon health 
and physique in every individual casa. and to insure that in 
eveX'f twenty- tour hours, there is not only time tor work, tor 
meals , tor physical exereiae. and f or sutrioient sleep, but 
also healthful relaxation and recreation."6 
In the London Times (educational supplement, pril 12, 1~30) 
a correspondent from. the Irish Free State expresses the thoughts of 
thousan.ds ot American parents when he says, on the subject or home 
study in secondary schools, 
"The question gets little or no considera tion from teachers 
as a body. It gate plenty or unwilling consideration from 
parents but their epproval or disapproval hardly counts."7 
5 ~ • • p . 822 




Dr. Carr, a medical officer in the Derbyshire schools re.marks 
that the subject of home study has never received the attention it 
deserves. 
James Frederick Rogers, .D., con&ult6nt in Hygiene, or the 
United Stat~s Bureeu of Education says that over e hundred articles 
or. the subject or home or• aave appeared in educational journals 
in the past quarter centur1, ~nd probably thous&nds in the ley press. 
The follo~~ng are representative phrases used by these writers in 
approval or condemnation ot the practice. 
Pros 







habits ot study 
accuracy 
obedience 
Rome study keeps children 
at home 
Improves home 
Cultivates "quiet rending 
and profitable thoughttt 
Cultivates love of home 
.Makes less ti.Ork for teachers 
Saves money of taxpayer 
Rome is beat place to study. 
Cons 
Home study results in: 
reliance on others 






loss of sleep 
injury 
Home study leaves pupil no 
time for pley 
No time to "loat and invite 
his soul" 
No time tor music, art, clubs 
No time for home duties and 
pleasures 
!lakes work for parents 
Homes are poor place to study. 
Surely no teacher believes that all his pupils could be mede 
accurate and honest by home work or that they could all be rendered 
slovenly or cheats. Not all children are made home loyers by home 
study nor are all made 111 thereby. It is evident that W1desirable 
traits in the child ere sometimes brought to the surface and intensi• 
fied by home study e.nd surely this is the last thing the.t education 
should do. 
"From the mere mixing of the above 'fora' and 'ageinsts• 
is obtained only a disturbance in the test tube, a bubbling, 
e.ccompllnied by heat but 1th little light."8 
l!r. Ro-6ers says that there cen b-e little doubt that home study 
6 
is not undesirable provided (l} that the home is healthful and 
reasonebly quiet; (2) thet the study illlposed is not excessive in 
emowit, (3) that it is not too exacting in nature, and {4} that the 
child kno s what he is to do snd ho,· to do it. Individual ditferences 
should be provided 1 or in ho e 1ork as in class work. Home study 
ought never to b herrnful for any but helpful and hes.I thful tor all. 
It should be ao hundled that it will not deserve to be cal1ed a 
9 ~big , bad wolf" by educators, parents or pupils. 
The United States Buregu of Educ&tion gave t he opinion that, 
nationally, the argument of hoe ork vs. no home work had simmered 
down toe static state of compromise in that educators had come to the 
general agreement that some home work was good, too much bad, that it 
must be coordinated by the various teachers, and must be pleasent 
and entertaining.10 
rs. Clara Savage Littledal&, editor of Parents' Magazine, asked 
her readers this question, "Do you believe in home wor ?" .Answers 
poured in from parents, teachers, superintendents, and children. A 
tew ot the letters hava been copied in part below. 
"Yes --- Very aarly in our ..,hildren's lives we instilled a love or learning things. When they reached the higher grades 
8 ~ •• p. 809 
9 Ibid., :p. 851 
10 Dr. Wm. 11. Johnson, "Home ork Ho", Literary Digest, Vol. 123 
{1937}, No. l, p. 32 
we .m.ad achcol end all its interests n big part or bll our 
lives. e had en early dinner and the ch.ildren's time was 
their own to play between the letting out of school and the 
dinner hour. Immediately :t'ter dinner we e.11 1 father, mother, 
and children. went into a study hour. The children were 
provided 11th o simple table with a bookcdS8 and a drawer 
that h~ld sharpene pencils, erasers, paper ~nd all things 
needful to efficient work. Quiet prevailed during this hour 
unless questions were .asked or hel ras needed. The children 
7 
had been t aught early that a happy ettitude toward their work 
made for quick progress in any line of study. ffll)r the modern child 
rebels against a little home study or why parents hold this time 
up to him nd the v;orld as a blot asainst the school system, 
I, as a parent, fail to see." 
rjorie Street, Iowa 
"!E. --- My observations, baoed on ~y past experiences a~ a 
high school teacher. show that home stu y brings about, first, 
poor study habits; second, discipline proble s; third , dis-
sention between parents bnd teechers. The modern home with 
its close quarters end resulting l ock of a quiet, cor.Ifo:i"table 
study place, the radio. nd the unthinking demands of the 
parent make it impossible for a child to concentrate snd to 
do his ork caretully. The reaul t is, "get through with it 
any old wayu study habits. The student who does his 1',ork at 
home misses the benefits of supervised study." 
- Bermita Faye Frasar, ashington 
nyos --- Work outside of the class room seems to be necessary-
a"sii' supplement to school inatruction after the first f'ew years 
ot school lite. The school time of pupils. except 1n the 
early grades. is &lmost completely required for explanations, 
reci tations and tests. The knowledge gain din the cl ass 
room must be driven home snd that ean only be accomplished 
by practice and reflection. Thttt means supplementary work, 
usually feasible only et home . " 
- m.. D. Cranstoun, Na York 
"!2. --- /James, f'air play, family relationships and business 
contacts are necessary to the gro,ing mind. The art, and 
art it has grown to be, of making a living must come right 
alon3 w1 th b0ok let! rning if the student is to b equipped 
for life at the end or twelve years. ot more than one out 
of ten get to complete or even start o nigher educational 
course. They must, to meet and know the world into which 
they are going to work, hove more practical training, This 
they must gain ofter school hours and during vacation. Book 
learning has its place but there are other things needed to 
co plete twelve years o'f' training, that is, reJ.igiotts educa-
tion, home relations, legitimate recreation, apprenticeship 
to business and farming, nature lore and Just plain 'learnin' 
8 
tolks. Let the home, church and Just living have some leeway 
during these impressionable years." 
- Mrs. arren D. Morgan, Wisconsin11 
Pupils are vitally interested in the question. The composition 
below is one written by a Junior in the Bartlesville High School and 
handed to her English teacher tor extra work. The subject ot home 
work had been mentioned but briefly one day in class. This under-
standing teacher has led her pupils to express their thoughts on 
topics nearest their hearts, because they know that all is received 
with sympathy and strictest confidence. 
"Question: Hol!\8 Work to be or not to be 
The student weary plods his homeword way, ignoring 
drugstores and school chums. Re enters the door~ drops 
his armload ot books and plunges into soup eating, looking 
neither to the right nor to the lett. 
The repast finished, the student begins work, first 
glancing longingly at the outside, the copy music, and 
piano. He sighs and starts on his shorthand which is 
assigned eyery day, holiday or no, and which must be done 
first. 
Two hours later the student finishes his shorth8.lld 
and thinks about misguided teachers who think the only 
way to get students t o learn is by giving t hem home work 
every night. ' 
Now for the term paper. The student rises in search 
of an apple. Baby sister and all the neighbors' baby 
sisters run through the room several times. Father talks 
in booming voice over the telephone. Big sister is prac-
ticing the violin. Mother runs the vacuum. The student 
gets a despairing expression on his face and wonders what 
would happen it he stood up in class the next day, and 
screamed and want into a fit. The idea is rather appealing. 
'Yreedom of speech is 1111.portant'--concentrate, says 
the student's better judgment. Forget it says something 
else. Three hours have elapsed. The student's brain is 
tired. He is tired, and muses on the morrow when all must 
be repeated. Us'3leas. Hopeless. .No fun. No time tor 
musio. Work. Routine. Monotony. 
Bed time. Student retires with whirling brain. Notes 
ot music. Shorthand curlyques. Nightruares. He awakens 
still dead tired. Re staggers to the break::f'ast table and 
puts his egg in his cortee cup • .Ah, he miserably thinks, 
I ma,y 80 crazy yet. 
11 Clara Savage L1ttledale, "Do You Believe in Homework?" 
Parente' Jiagazine, Vol. 11 (1936}, No. l, p. 14. 
9 
It there ts a pleasanter side to this, let it be presented, 
but this student will always teel resentful to111ard home work. 
Teachers, have mercy!"l2 
An experiment with to classes in algebra in the university or 
Chicago High School by E.R. Breslich seemed to produce the following 
results: Section A which was assigned the usual home work but with 
no previous supervised study responded to a test with an average 
mark or 62.8, while Section B which had been taught how to study 
but given no home .ork averaged 65.5. (In the tina.l ex8.lll1nations ot 
the preceding semester the average gr des ot tho sections were A, 
81.5 and B, 79.4.) The following chapter in the algebra was covered 
in six lessons. For these lessons Section A worked under supervision, 
end Section B did home v,orlc. In the :following test the average .grade 
ot the A's was 77.5 and the B's. 86.4. According to the investigator 
the power obtained by Section Bin the preceding chepter, while 
working under supervision persisted and was strong enough to be 
helpful in the following chapter. Possibly this was the .case, but 
the marks achieved in the second test seem to argue for home study 
or at least for well directed home study.13 
)!. A. Steiner or Ingram, Pennsylvania hes made a study to find 
the ettect ot home-study a.ssignments upon the standard test scores 
of seventh grade pupils in arithmetic and English. A class ot thirty-
nine pupils just entaring the seventh grade of e four- year junior 
high school as used in this research. '1'he experiment extended over 
12 This pupil writer is a prominent member ot the orchestra end 
comes from a family greatly interested in music. 
13 :r .F. Rogers, ~· ill•, p. 810 
10 
the first semester ot 1933-34, a period of eighteen weeks. Since a 
similar investigation made two years before in the same school had 
been limited to arithmetic end resulted in no appreciable difference, 
the two subjects ere included in this study. 
The seventh grade class in each case wes divided into two 
equivalent groups on the basis of mental ability end achievement 
tests. One halt ot the class was given daily assignments in English 
and the other group had ass1gmnents in. arithmetic. The same class 
instruction was given in each clo.ss. All home study assignments were 
corrected by the teacher and returned the rollowing dey tor eo!T'eetion. 
'l'he nature of the experiment was exp1ained to the pupils end their 
cooperation requested. The assigmnents included no new material. 
.An anal7sis or the semester failures 1n arithmetic shows that 
five pupils of the home work group failed and only two or the no 
home work group. Five of the seven English failures belonged to 
the home work group. It would seem that heme study assignments 1n 
neither arithmetic nor English had any effect upon a pupil's ability 
to pass the semester's work in either subject. The regular classroom 
instruction was the deciding factor in this as well. as the improvement 
of pupils as easured by the objective tests. In this experi.m.ent the 
tull value of home study assignments wus probably not revealed 
because the pupils did not have the benefit or a tree classroom 
discussion or the work done at home but had to depend upon such 
comments as might be written by t he teacher in marking their papers.14 
14. •• Steiner, "Value ot Home Study .Assignments", School and 
Society, Vol. 40 {1934), No. 1019, pp. 21-24 
11 
In the Bulletin of High Points in the ork of th Hich Schools 
ot New York City e summary is given concerning que~tionnaires returned 
by pupils of the sonior class or the Manuel Training High School in 
regard to home study. It states that objection may be raised to this 
questionn i1-e and the findings therefrom on the ground thet the questions 
called for mere personal opinions end estimates whioh are necessaril7 
approximate at beat and oven erroneous, occesionally. While this is 
reodily admitted, the writer, Harry Eisner of the Depart ent ot tathe-
.metics , contends thet the point of vie ot the pupils is important 
as the initial step in a scientific study of home 'M:>rk in high schools. 
A second step in this project was a questionnaira subr.?.ittad to 
the teachers to get their attitude to ard the ef:f'ectivenaas or home 
work as an aid to instruction. V.r. Eisner believes that to supple-
ment this second phase of the inquiry th.ere should be instituted a 
series of scientif ia experiments to ascertain the optim.U!l'l amount• 
content, end other pertinent attributes of home work in the various 
secondary school subjects. He says, 
"Thia presents a large field for research in which little 
ha.a WJ f1J.r been accomplished. When such experiments 
have been performed ·by qualified teachers througllout the 
school system and the results made available tor study, 
we shall then be well on tho road to a solution of the 
whole vexing problem."15 
15 Education Faculty of Chicago University, "Educational News and 
!di·oriel Cor.:.ment-'Home Study'" , The School Review, Vol. 36 




.I\N YSIS OF Di.TA 
All pupils who entered the five algebra classes in the 
Bartlesville Junior-Senior High School in the fall of 1938 were 
given Fora A of the Otis Self- Administering Tests of Mental Ability 
the first week Of school. On the basis of the results ot this test, 
the grades made in arithmetic the previous year, and the class in 
school, it was possible to make eighty pairs from the one-hundred 
ninety- three pupils enrolled. This number was reduced to seventy-
seYen by w1 thdrewals so that the conclusions ot this experiment 
have been based on that number. The writer was the teacher ot sll 
ot these pupils. 
Table I shows the !Q's of the pupils by pairs with the average 
for Group 1 being 110.7 end for Group 2. 110.5. The coefficient ot 
correlation. which shall be designated as !,hereafter in this paper, 
was round to be al.most l. It is practically certain then that on 
the basis ot IQ's the groups were well equated. 
Table II shows that there ~~re seventeen pairs ot pupils with 
the seme I~'s, thirty pairs with a difference or one point. four-
teen pairs with a difference of two points, thirteen pairs with a 
difference of three points, and three pairs with a difference ot 
:f'our points. 
The pupils' average grades in arithmetic the previous year were 
considered so that a pupil with an IQ of 106 and a grade ot c- would 
not be paired with a pupil of the same IQ but with a grade of A. 
'l'his in a small degree helped to indicate differences 1n application. 
interest, study habits, attendance, health, and other influences on 
13 
TJ.BLE I 
P&irs Group l Group 2 Pairs Group l Group 2 
l 117 11 40 109 l 6 
2 109 110 41 117 114 
3 112 lll 42 118 121 
4 109 111 43 109 106 
5 113 116 44 124 124 
6 113 111 45 121 120 
7 116 ll7 46 l 0 120 
8 111 111 47 120 121 
9 90 89 48 120 121 
10 99 96 49 120 119 
11 106 109 50 118 118 
12 114 114 51 104 103 
13 114 115 52 104 105 
14 114 lU, 53 105 105 
15 ll3 111 54 105 105 
16 115 115 55 106 105 
17 114 113 56 122 124 
18 115 115 57 119 118 
19 117 117 59 99 96 
20 90 86 59 96 94 
21 104 107 60 9? 96 
22 110 109 61 98 96 
23 113 113 62 106 102 
24 106 109 63 101 103 
25 106 104 64 102 106 
26 118 118 65 107 100 
27 115 ll2 66 119 119 
28 117 117 67 104 106 
29 119 119 68 115 112 
30 llO 109 69 128 129 
31 118 116 70 90 89 
32 114 115 71 115 116 
33 115 112 72 121 118 
34 114 ll3 ?3 106 104 
35 112 110 74 116 115 
36 112 112 '75 114 115 
37 107 108 76 115 116 
38 108 109 '7"1 96 98 
39 106 107 
Total 8529 8512 
l' = l-
Average 110.7 110.5 
TABLE II 












.Arithmetic llean = 1.4 
Standard Deviation• 1.27 
14 
15 
school achievements. Most of these ninth grade algebra pupils had 
been taught in the eighth grade by two different teachers ill our own 
school the preYious year and allot them had been given the same tests 
so that as far as is possible with two different teachers the grades 
were fairly reliable index. About six per cent of the remainder ot 
the ninth grede pupils were new, most of them coming from rural schools. 
As far as was possible they ere pair~d with each other • .Allot the 
tenth grade pupils included in the experiment were teught the previous 
year by one teacher in compost te mat.hematics classes. The grades ot 
the two groups are shown by pairs in Table III. Assigning to the 
grade of A the value of five points, to B, four points, to C, three 
points, end to D, two points, the average grade was bet een 3.75 and 
4.00 which was interpreted as a B- evere e for each group. 
Ninth grade pupils were paired w1 th ninth grade pupils and tenth 
grade pupils with tenth grade pupils. As fer as possible, pairs were 
:t'ormed with like sexes. Twenty-one ot the ninth grade pairs were 
male, sixteen were female, end eighteen were pairs made with opposite 
sexe.s. Eight of the tenth grade pairs were male, three tamale end 
eight pairs of opposite sexes. One pair was made with boys from 
the eleventh grade who were taking algebra for the first time. All 
repeating algebra pupils were excluded from this study. In order to 
have as many pairs as possible two pairs were made with girls in the 
ninth grade paired with girls in the tenth grade. J'igure l represents 
graphically the total number of pairs of like sexes in comparison with 
those ot opposite sexes. 
Chronological age was not a factor in the pairing of' the pupils 










































AVERAGE GRADES RECEIVED IN ARrl'mn..TIC 
FOR THE PREVIOUS YEAR 
Group 1 ~roup 2 Pairs Group l 
B- C/. 40 D 
h A 41 B-
C C 42 B 
.A B 4-3 B 
C C 44 
C C 45 B-
.A 46 11-
.!> 47 A 
C C 48 B 
B C 49 B 
C C 50 B 
B B 51 B 
C 0 52 B-
B B 53 C 
C C 54 C 
B B 55 A 
B B 56 A-
B B 57 B 
B 58 C 
D D 59 C 
C C 60 D 
B B 61 C 
C C 62 C 
B B 63 C 
B B 64. C 
B B 65 C 
B B 66 :s 
c- D 67 cf 
B- A- 68 
B- C 69 B 
C C ?O C 
A- A 71 B 
B B 72 B 
B B 73 B-
B C 74 B 
B B 75 C 
B/. A ?6 B 
B B 77 B 
C c-
Avarege - Group 1 B-










































Table IV so that achievem~nt in individual cases might be studied. 
It is interesting to note that tho evorage age tor Group l is 173.52 
onths and tor Group 2 is 172.65 months, or a diffsrence or only .87 
month. It might be mentioned here that for the most ·pert average 
pupils and oth rs who huve ~de low rados in eiv.hth grede arithmetic 
are urged to take ninth ~rad arithmetic in preference to ~lgobra to 
satisty the require ent for graduation. If they insist on talcing 
algebra they 11!.ay do so in the tenth grede. 
Pupils of the second and fifth period classes were used tor 
Group 2 and these classes ero filled to capacity making forty pupils 
in each class. Each of these eighty pupils was P'lired vrl th some one 
in one of the other three classes and these are referred to as Group 1 
in the study. Le~t over pupils not included in the study were also 
in one of these three classes • .,,It was necessary to make several 
changes in schedules during the second week ot school but in this 
the principals willingly cooperated and helped the writer in every 
way possible. 
The mathematics club which the writer had sponsored tor eight 
years was dropped tor the period ot the study 1n order that algebra1e 
achi evement would not be influenced outside of the regular class in 
any controllable wey except by assigned home work. This extra time 
given tbe writer after three o'clock, was used to help pupils who 
had been absent to make up the work so that absences were not con-
sidered important in the results of this study, especially when they 
occured early in the unit. Pupils were not intormed concerning the 
experiment. A normal setting was desired. 
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TABLE IV 
CHRONOLOOIC.AL AGES m MOliTHS BY PAIRS 
Pairs Group 1 Group 2 Pairs Group l Group 2 
1 177 176 40 172 183 
2 180 l.83 41 176 168 
3 171 164 42 167 166 
4 181 169 43 172 169 
5 169 164 44 164 167 
6 168 168 45 160 168 
7 182 176 46 1'70 177 
8 176 173 47 166 169 
9 184 185 48 165 157 
10 167 170 49 171 176 
11 169 165 50 170 167 
12 167 157 51 176 165 
13 185 182 52 169 1'15 
14 1'13 187 53 185 177 
15 174 164 54 165 175 
16 154 169 55 167 159 
17 17-0 176 56 170 160 
18 173 169 57 166 176 
19 170 167 58 186 163 
20 192 211 59 191 171 
21 180 186 60 191 189 
22 199 203 61 182 178 
23 170 172 62 177 180 
24 181 183 63 175 171 
25 179 177 64 182 179 
26 159 166 65 167 165 
27 167 176 66 168 176 
28 164 175 67 171 170 
29 173 167 68 165 181 
30 173 167 69 162 159 
31 169 164 70 1'18 169 
32 172 166 71 184 173 
33 174 174 72 167 172 
34 169 174 73 176 174 
35 1'13 168 74 169 169 
36 166 175 75 165 166 
37 175 176 76 170 173 
38 176 168 77 187 178 
39 l.87 178 
Average - Group 1 175.52 
Average - Group 2 172.65 
The term "home work" is used here to 111&an preparation outside 
of the regular clessroo, and Without teacher superTision. In 
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few cases the assignment was prepared in a study hall period but 
most ot the pupils needed to do their work at home s their daily 
program included a full schedule of classes. Throughout the paper 
the 10rd "assigned" is to be understood when home work is entioned. 
Some pupils do home work whether assigned or not. This study was 
for the purpose ot determining whether regularly assigned home work 
makes a difference in the achievements of pupils when compared with 
pupils to whom no work was assigned but on whom no restrictions were 
placed. 
'l'he assignments were ot the nature of a finishing-up process 
to complete what had been started in class and, to drill on opera-
tions already understood. o new work was included in the assign-
ments. This study was carried on according to the purpose ot home 
work as g1Ten in~ Teaching.£! Mathematics b7 J. w. A. Young. 
The purpose of home work is (l) to drill on operations whose 
theory ls understood, ( 2) to impress on the memory those tew 
things which need to be memorized, (3) to inculcate neatness 
and, (~) to give opportunity for quiet thinking.l 
The most effective home work is that which has the character 
of completing the class work or the preTious day, not or pre-
parill8 for the next. It is not adTisable to assign work 
unless it has been sutrtctently developed in the class to 
enable even the dull pupils to apply their time with success 
and profit. The pupil should never be set to strug"le 1th 
new matter except under superTision ot the teaoher.2 
The course of study divides the text or first year algebra 




into eleven units. The plan ot this experiment w s to treat all 
pupils in tha two groups alike on the first unit 1n the matter ot 
home work. r1tten asoign.ments were de when it seemed necess ry 
to fix a certain skill, but often no work was assigned especially 
over a week end. On the second unit Group 1 was given no home work 
at any time but Group 2 had home work regul rly. Atter tbe groups 
were treated like on the third unit, ~roup l was given regul rly 
assigned home work on the fourth unit while Group 2 had none. On 
the fifth unit the groups were treated the eam.e a.gain, then Group 2 
had home TM:>rk on unit six. This plan -as followed throughout the 
year, meking six unite on which the groups were treated differently 
in th matter of home work. These are called the "experi ental 
units". 
The periods bet een the experimental units where like treatment 
was g,tven wer to equute the groups again it any difference had 
been brought about by the home work factor. All home work assign-
ments consisted or a certain nWllber of exercises or probler.is to write 
and be handed in the followinz day. The assignments were such 
that on the averege forty-five min.utes '10uld be ample time tor the 
average pupil to prepare. Pupils soon le rned that when work was 
assigned tbe paper must be prepared if they were to escape an hour 
stud7 hall vlhioh the writer conducted after school but in which no 
assistance was given except to pupils who had been absent. Very 
seldom as it n cessary to keep pupils after school except on the 
first day assignments had been given following a unit free from home 
work. It seemed to be necessary to establish the habit again. 
Closer attention in class was noticed by the writer when papers had 
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~ to be written outside. 
I 
The class period, approximately one hour in length, was con-
ducted in the same manner for all pupils. Explanations, discussions, 
bleckboard practice, workbook drills, tests, reviews, methods ot 
study, etc., ~illed the ho\ll'f so that it was necessary to prepare 
the assignments outside of class. In classes not given home work, 
the class was dismissed by saying, "We shall continue with this kind 
of work to.morrow," or "We shell begin e new unit the next hour". 
Occesio:nally, an ambitious pupil lUOUld hand in some exercises when 
no assignment had been med. These were elways accepte4 by the 
writer but with no words or praise as might haTe been given under 
ditferent circum.stances. Generally, 1 t was easy to believe that 
not many had thought about the ork since leaving the class the 
preTioue day. When sent to the blackboard on the tallowing day, the 
group which hed prepared home work responded more quickly and reed1ly 
and solTed the problems in less time. The non ho.me-work group 
tloundare around and needed more time to remember ho they were 
told to solve the problems in the previous class hour. Home-work 
classes were allowed to ask questions concerning an1 problem in the 
assignment with which they had trouble. These same problems ere 
made a topic at discussion in the non hoe-work classes. 
Table V shows the results of Test 1 efter the two groups had 
been treated alike on the unit, "Positive end Negative Numbers" 
ror a period of fourteen da7s 1th an attendance or 1,051 days tor 
'""roup 1 end 1,055 days tor Group 2. The range of scores for Group 1 
was from 22 to 121 and tor Group 2 was 26 to 123 from a possible 
TABLE V 
RESULTS OF' T1.'.-Sr 1 .AFTV~ LIKE TREATMENT OF GROUPS 
UNIT: POSITIVE Mm NmATIVE NUMBERS 
Score Frequencies 
Group l Group 2 
123 - 129 
116 - 122 
109 - ll5 
102 - 108 
95 - 101 
88 - 94 
Bl - 87 
7<i - 80 
67 - 73 
60 - 66 
53 - 59 
46 - 52 
39 - 4-5 
32 - 38 
2!5 - 31 
































ean 83.16 ean 83.« 
r • .55 




125 points. The ean for Group l s 83.16 and for Group 2 was 
83.4', showing only .28 of a point difference. The standard error 
ot the .mean for Group 1 is 2.58 and f'or Group 2 is 2.63, showing 
thot the true mean tor Group l would be el ost certain to be between 
the limits of 75. 42 and 90.90, and Group 2 ~uld be b~t een 75. 55 
and 91 . 33. 'lhe. difference in sigmas between the two means being 
.12 shows only ebout five _per cent better than guess that Group 2 
would exeoed Group 1 on the same or sim1lar tests et other times. 
According to agreement ong orkera with tests the rot .55 shows 
a substont1al or markoJ relationship. 
~ ble VI shows the results of Test 2 arter Group 2 had assigned 
home ?/Ork on the unit, "Adding and Subtracting Polynorui&ls 11 • The 
unit required a perio of twelve days. Group 1 attended 890 days 
and Group 2 attended 863 deys. The range or teat aoores for the 
home- -.ork group was from 38 to 95 and the non home- work group was 
from 35 to 95. The nean tor the home-work group was 78. 50 and 
for the non home-work group we.s '17.10 showing a difference o'f 1 . 40. 
The highest possible score on this test was 95 po!nts. The difference 
in sigmas is .93 showing that in about~ ot the cases the home-
work group ould surpass the non hoe-work roup. The!. is .62. 
This degree ot 1rked relationship between the achievements ot the 
groups may be explained by the fact that algebra was new subject, 
enthusiasm was greet, interest was keen, and pupils did home work 
whether required to do it or not. 
In explanation to pupils as to why so e ot the classes ere 
given written work to hand in and others not, the writer mentioned 
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TABLE VI 
RESULTS OP' TEST 2 AFTER GROUP 2 He O HO .. ~ ORF.: 
UNIT: ADDING AND SUBI.'RA.CTING POLYNOMIALS 
Scores Frequencies 
Group l Group 2 
93 - 97 10 10 
88 - 92 14 1~ 
83 - 87 10 l? 
78 - 82 9 9 
73 - 77 11 7 
68 - '12 8 4 
63 - 67 2 5 
58 - 62 " 1 53 - 57 2 2 
48 - 52 2 3 
43 - 47 l 2 
38 - 42 l 3 
33 - 37 3 0 
28 - 32 0 0 
Mean 77.10 llaan 78.50 
r- .62 
diff'. av. .93 (j 
(f ditt. 
that it was 1.m.possible to check so many papers thoroughly every day 
ao classes ould take turns in preparing papers. The experiment being 
in its infancy the writer ade the possible mistake or telling the 
non home-work classes what assignment had been made to the other classes 
whose turn it was to hand in work. Often when the class w s asked it 
there were a particular exercise which the7 would like to see solTed 
on the board, the same one was asked f'or in the non home-work classes 
as in the home-work classes, showing that the same exercises had been 
tried outside or class. Also, the writer not be~ used to scientific 
.methods ot research, and being a conscientious teacher, tound herself 
trying to inake up to the non home-work group tor whet she thought that 
they might have lost by no assignment by crowding in o little more 
drill at the bl ckboard in class. 
AB the school year continued and the newness of algebra wore 
otf, end pupils became engaged 1n the man7 activities which a school 
bas from Christmas to the end ot the year, the desire to work on 
algebra outside of class when not required to do so seemed to be 
lessened. Pupils were never told that they should not work on algebra 
outside of class unless s regular assignment re made es was the 
3 
ca.se in Mr. Steiner's experiment in English and .Arithmetic. The 
writer did not wish to have en artificial set-up but preferred the 
pupils to react 1n a norm i. situation. 
The difference 1n sigmas between the two means or T~st 2 is .93 
which shows that 1n 82 out of 100 cases the average ot the home-work 
3 u. A. Steiner, .2l!.• cit.• p. 21 
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group would exceed the non home-work group average. Table VI 
indicates that the factor ot home 'WOrk has had but little influence 
upon the relative achievements ot the two groups; ho ever, what 
does exist is in tavor of the home- work group. 
Table VII shows the results ot Test 5, containing 115 possible 
points, al'ter like treatment of the groups on the twenty-day unit. 
"llult1plicot1on and Division'. Attandence for Group 1 was 1 .,499 
days and tor Group 2 w1;1s 1,484 deye. The range ot scores tor Group l 
as trom 2o to 112 and for Group 2 was trom. 38 to 112. The mean 
for Group l was 77.65 end for Oroup 2 was 78. 20, showing small 
difference again. in favor of Group 2 on like treat ant but not so 
great as was 1nd1coted in Test 2 when this same group was doing home 
work. The!. ot .68 indicates a marked relationship. It is about 
sixteen times its probable error. The .3 sigma difference bet een 
the means shows that ln 62% ot the cases Group 2 would exceed Group 1 
whioh 1s only ebout 12S( better than guess. 
T ble VII! sho~s the results ot Test 4 a~ter Group l had assigned 
home work on the eighteen- day unit, "Faetoringff. Group l ettended 
1,349 days and Group 2 attended l,34.5 days. ~e range ot scores tor 
he hom -work group was trom 55 to 142, and for the non home-work 
group t'?'Olll 40 to 141, with a possible ll8XiJnum score ot 144. The 
mean tor the home-\'i:ork group was 104.72 end for the non home-work 
group was 100.17, meking a difference of 4.55 points in favor ot the 
home- work group. 'l'he !. ot .39 shows e low correlation. It ls onl7 
about six t1nles its probable error. The difference of 1.74 sigmas 
between the means of' the groups indicates that 1n ebout ssi Of the 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF TEST 3 FTER LIKE TREAT!IEN'F O GROUPS 
UNIT: JroL'l'IP"J...ICATION .c.ND DIVISION 
Scores Frequencies 
Group l Group 2 
108 ... 112 3 3 
103 - 107 7 7 
98 - 102 8 7 
95 - 97 6 4 
88 - 92 4 7 
83 - 87 7 6 
78 - 82 6 7 
73 - 77 3 4 
68 - 72 9 7 
63 - 67 4 5 
58 - 62 7 6 
53 - 57 3 9 
48 - 52 4 2 
43 - 47 l 1 
38 - 42 0 3 
33 - 57 4 0 
28 - 32 0 0 
23 • 27 1 0 
Mean 77.65 ean 78.20 
r- .68 
di:f't. av . - .30 q--
CJ dif:f'. 
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TABLE VII I 
RESULTS OF TEST 4 AFTER GROUP l HAD HOME JORK 
UNIT: FACTORING 
Scores l"requenc ies 
Group 1 Group 2 
137 - 143 1 2 
130 - 136 5 5 
123 - 129 10 e 
116 - 122 9 . .. 
109 - 115 8 11 
102 - 108 19 12 
95 ~ 101 1 10 
88 - 94 9 5 
81 - 87 4 4 
74 - 80 4 4 
67 - 73 6 3 
60 - 66 0 5 
53 - 59 l 1 
46 - 52 0 1 
39 - 45 0 2 
Mean 104:. '12 Mee.n 100. 17 
r= .39 




eases the home-work group would surpass the non home-work group. 
Apparently es a result of the ho.me-work factor Group 1 made a 
definite improvement. This is particularly significant in that this 
is the first time that home work hns been assigned to Group 1. and is 
also the first time that Group 1 has surpassed Group 2 hen tested. 
Table IX shows the results ot Test 5 after like treatment of 
the groups on at enty- day unit on t>Fractions. ttende.nce for 
Group l was 1.505 days and tor Group 2 was 1,481 da.ys. The range 
ot scores for Group 1 was from 15 to 72 and for Group 2 from 9 to 
78. with the meen for Group 1 being 48.70 and for roup 2 being 
46.55 from a maximuJll possible ?8 points. It will be noticed that on 
the first two tests after like tree sent or t he groups that G~oup 2 
sho\\-ed the higher means by a small mergin. In this and the next test 
etter like treatment. Oroup l shows a higher mean. The£ or .41 
shows a subst ntial relationship though not as high a degree as WE2S 
shown after Tests lend 3 after like treatment of the groups. The 
sigma ditterence betv.een the means, 1.07, shows that in about 86~ 
ot the cases Group 1 would be above Group 2. 
Table X gives the results of Test 6 after Group 2 had assigned 
home v.ork on a seven-day unit, "Trigonometry". Group 1 had an 
ttendance ot 526 days end Group 2 of 519 days. The reDge ot scores 
tor the non home-work group wss trc 25 to 108 and of the home- work 
group from 25 to 108 1th a maxi.mum of 106 possible points. 'l'b.e 
mean for the non home-work group was 79.00 end tor the home-work 
group was 81.70. Again a difference ot a few points was shown in 
favor of the home- work group. The.!: ot .25 shows a negligible or 
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TABLE IX 
RE-ULTS OF TEST 5 ).FT LIKE TREATMENT OF GR UPS 
UNIT: FRACTIONS 
Scores Frequencies 
Group l Group 2 
74: - 80 0 1 
75 - 7? 0 2 
68 - 72 11 8 
63 - 6'7 10 7 
58 - 62 4 7 
53 • 57 8 6 
48 - 52 10 9 
43 - 47 4 2 
38 - 42 8 7 
33 - 37 12 9 
28 - 32 3 5 
23 - 27 4 8 
18 - 22 0 4 
15 - l'l 2 l 
8 - 12 l l 
e.n 48.70 ean 46.55 
r= . 41 




RESULTS OF TEST 6 AFTER GROW 2 HAD ROME .ORK 
UNIT : TRIGONOJ.fETRY 
Scores Frequencies 
Group l Group 2 
108 - ll2 1 s 
103 - 107 ' 3 98 - 102 7 .. 
93 - 97 8 11 
88 - 92 7 7 
83 - 87 11 16 
78 - 82 9 7 
75 - 77 5 10 
68 - 72 7 l 
63 - 67 4 4 
58 - 62 :3 6 
53 • 5'1 1 2 
48 - 52 5 0 
43 - ,1 3 l 
38 - 42 0 0 
33 - 37 l 0 
28 - 32 0 1 
25 - 27 l l 
Mean 79.00 an 81.70 
r- .25 
dif t. av. 1.10 (T 
() ditt. 
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low degree ot correlation. It ls onlv three times itsAHfil OKf.AilO~H 
., , __ 'l'I r. . •• I' I ·nq L COLLEGtl 
,lllJ \\: 1 I ~ 1! !, f\ f.j 
error. 1.10 sigmas d1:t"f'erence between the means shows that li!nl -, I! -'· 1t Y 
about 86% of the cases the home-work group 'WOuld surpass theO&Ii 27 1939 
home- work group. This may be extra significant in that in the 
unit just ,prior to this one, where both were treated alike, Group l 
surpassed Group 2. 
Table XI gives the results of Test 7 efter enother like treat-
ment ot the roups on a thirteen-day unit, flGraphs". Group 1 
attended 968 ays and Group 2 e~tended 943 d ys. The range ot 
saores for Group 1 was fro 38 to 98 und for Group 2 wes from 30 
to 100 w1 th the ens being 72.60 and 71.50, respectively. The 
maximum po sible score as 100 points. The!. of .40 is about the 
same as that for Test 5 after like treatment of the groups. A 
difference of .54 ei.glna between the eans of the two groups indi-
cates that in 71" of the cases the mean ot Group 2 would not exc ed 
that or Group l, or the mean of Group l would not tall below that 
or Group 2. This is not half way between a guess and complete 
reliability. Up to this time Group 1 has exceeded Group 2 twice 
in the mean score, and Group 2 has exceeded Group l twice in the 
like treatment teats. 
Table XII sho s the results ot T gt 8 after Group l had 
assigned home work on en eleven-day unit, flEquations in Two 
Unknowns". Group l attended 834 days and Group 2 attended 830 
days. The range in scores tor the home-work ~op ~aa ,rrom 20 to 
~ • !' • • .. 
• ' .J .... 
102 and for the non home -work grou.p trom' 11, 'to ·10 : 'l.'he . ea , for 
,. • : ..... • ·= ( .... l • ., ~ .·.:. 
the :former group was 74-.65 end for'"thf{letter group" 69. : -- The 
. _~ . ~ ... ! .. ·~ .. :·~~-: .. :·~~,:·: : . 
• , •• ~.~ •• ~-. ( ..... • J,,. 
TABLE XI 
RESULTS OF TEST 7 AFTER LIKE TREATMENT O:F' GROUPS 
UNIT: GRAPHS 
Scores Frequencies 
Group l Group 2 
98 - 102 2 2 
93 - 97 5 5 
88 - 92 9 8 
83 - 87 9 7 
78 - 82 10 9 
73 - 77 8 6 
68 - 72 9 11 
63 - 57 2 7 
58 - 62 ' 6 53 - 57 6 6 
48 - 52 8 4 
43 • 4'1 2 3 
38 - 42 3 0 
33 - 37 0 1 
28 - 32 0 2 
14ean ?2.60 Mean 71.50 
r= .40 
41tf'. aT. .54 er 
(T ditt. 
TABLE XII 
R&""ULTS OF TEST 8 ~ER GROUP 1 HAD HOME 1 ORK 
UNIT: EQUATIOHS ll~ Tl O UNKNOWNS 
Scores ~requencies 
Group 1 Group 2 
103 • 10'1 0 l 
98 .. 102 • 2 
93 - 97 l 4: 
88 - 92 13 ' 83 .. 87 10 10 
78 - 82 10 9 
73 • 77 7 8 
68 - 72 12 8 
65 • 67 9 6 
58 - 62 3 s 
53 • 57 1 3 
48 • 52 2 3 
43 - 47 0 • 
38 - 42 0 2 
33 - 37 2 l 
28 - 32 2 l 
2:3 - 27 0 l 
18 - 20 l 1 
13 - 17 0 0 
8 - 12 0 l 
een 74.65 ean 69.35 
r: .28 
ditf. av. - 2.18 {Y"" -
(J ditt. 
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ditterence or 5.30 points was again in tevor of the home-work group. 
The!'. of .28 is about tour times its probable error end egain 
indicates Tery low correlation. The sigma difference bet een the 
means is 2.18 showing that it is quite probable (98! chances in 100) 
that the ~on home-work group would not exceed the home-work group 
in achievement on a similar test. This is the nearest approach to 
absolute certainty in any test thus tar. 
t this point in the study after each group had had the same 
number or units of assigned home work and the S8J!le number ot units 
of no assigned home work, as well as the same number ot units ot like 
treatinent, the writer thoUght that it might be well to give a stand• 
ardized algebra test to see whether the two groups were equ l. 
Accordingly, Form l B of the Columbia Research Bureau Algebra Test 
was given to all pupils included in the study. This test has two 
parts requiring forty .minutes for each pert. There are thirty-nine 
possible points to be made on the "Mechanics" of Pert land twenty-
four possible points on th "Problems" in Part 2. Figure 2 shows 
the number or pupils in each group making e ch score from 17 to 39 
on the mechanics of Part l. The meen score for Group l 11!1 29.28 and 
tor Group 2 1s 29.99. Figure 3 sho s the trequeneies of each eeore 
from 4 to 24 tor the groups on the verbal problems ot Part 2. The 
an tor Group l is 15.9 and tor Group 2 is 16.7. Fro the total of 
69 points were tound the lll88%1$ 45.18 and 46.69 for Groups land 2. 
respectively. Figure 4 is trequ.ency distribution end histograms 
of the total scores tor Groups lend 2 on the Columbia Research T st. 
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for- Group I and II on the 
Test 
coefficient between the two forms of the Columbia Research Test is 
is given as .87. 
The writer checked the reliability of her test of one hundred 
points given after like treatment or the groups on the unit of graphs 
by checking the correctly answered even numbered questions against 
the odd numbered ones. The scatter a1egram in Figure 5 sho s the 
distribution o~ scores tor this test. Below the diagram is the 
solution or!. hicb as found to be .91. Table XI ebove gave the 
een for Group l to be 1.10 points higher than ~or Group 2, while 
the standardized test ga'\'"e a d1t'terence in the means of 1.51 in favor 
of Group 2. The writer feels that the two groups were as nearly 
equated as the factors considered would permit. 
Table XIII shows the results of Test 9 after like treatment 
ot the groups on the fiTe- day unit ot verbal problems. Each group 
attended 370 days. The ra.11ge of scores tor Group l was 17 to 104 
and for Group 2 from 18 to 104 out ot e possible score of 104. The 
mean for the former was 55.07 and tor the latter was 58.30. The r -
o'f .75 shows a high degree of relationship. This was the only test 
duri the year that was wh.olly thought problems. 
Table XIV shows the results of Test 10 after Group 2 had 
assigned bOllle M>rk on the nine-day unit, "Square Roots and .Radicals". 
Jroup 1 attended 665 days and Group 2 attended 673 days. The range 
in scores tor the non home-work g:roup was 47 to 181 and for the home 
ork group from 61 to 178 out of a possible score of 181. The ean 
for the non home-work group was 126 end tor the home work group was 
145.5 with a difference or 19.5 points 1n faTor ot the ho.me work 
group. The!. of .43 shows a substantial relationship but the sigma 

TABLE XIII 
RESULTS OF TEST 9 AFTER LIKE TREATMENT OF GROUPS 
UNIT: VERBAL PROBLELJ:S 
Scores Frequencies 
Group l Group 2 
103 - 107 2 l 
98 - 102 2 6 
93 - 97 2 2 
88 - 92 3 1 
83 - 87 4 5 
78 - 82 l 4 
73 - 77 2 5 
68 - 72 6 3 
63 - 67 9 6 
58 - 62 5 2 
53 - 57 4 10 
48 - 52 9 4 
43 - 47 3 2 
38 - 42 l 7 
33 - 37 6 7 
28 - 32 6 3 
23 - 27 5 6 
18 - 20 6 3 
13 - 17 l 0 
.Mean 55.07 Mean 58.30 
r= .75 





RESULTS OP' TEST 10 AFTER GROUP 2 HAD RO ORK 
UNIT: SQUARE ROOTS AND RADI CALS 
Scores Frequencies 
Group l Group 2 
179 - 185 1 0 
172 - 178 2 6 
165 • 171 9 11 
158 - 164 6 8 
151 - 157 13 7 
144 - 150 l 6 
137 - 143 5 5 
130 - 136 l 5 
123 - 129 4 4 
116 - 122 5 5 
109 - 115 5 6 
102 - 108 2 4 
95 - 101 5 4 
88 - 94 3 0 
81 - 87 3 l 
74 • 80 4 2 
67 - 73 4 l 
60 - 66 3 2 
53 - 59 0 0 
46 - 52 l 0 
an 126.0 ean 145.5 
r = .43 
di:t't. av. 4.87 0 
0 d1tt. 
difference between the eens of 4.87 shows ebsolute certainty that 
the home-work group v;ould surpass the non home-work group in the 
classes taught by the writer. Thie surpassing of Group 1 by Group 2 
is significant in that in the previous experiment where Group l was 
assigned home work, the number of ohanoes (9~) in their favor was 
almost as greet es ere now in favor of Group 2. 
Before the lest experimental unit. a unit where 11.lce treatment 
was given the groups, was omitted in order to see whether any 
different results would be obtained when home work was assigned 
to one group. Table XV shows the results o't Test 11 after Group l 
bed assigned home work on the seven-day unit, "Quadretio Equations" . 
Both groups had been treated alike on solving quadratic equations by 
the method or factoring several weeks previously when the chapter 
on factoring was completed. This l .ater unit reviewed that method 
end included the two other methods--oompleting the square and by the 
formula. No assigned home ork wss given to Group 2 on these last 
two methods named but bll three methods were included in the test 
at the end of the unit. Group l attended 51g days and Group 2 
attended 517 days. 'l'he range of scores tor then.on home-work group 
was from 16 to 81 and for the ho.me-work group from 24 to 81. The 
highest possible score was 81 points. The mean for the non home-
work group was 52.20 and for the home-work group wee 57.70. Again 
e noticeable difference of 5.50 is 1n favor of the ho.m.e-work group 
(Group 1). On the previous unit Group 1 which did not have aas igne 
home w:>rk was far surpassed by Group 2. The sigma difference of 
2.86 is again absolute certainty that the group having home work 
would surpass the non home-work group but this difference is not 
as greot as on the previous test where a difference of 4.87 sigmas 
TABLE XV 
.RE.:>'1JL TS OF TEST 11 .AFTER GROUP l HAD HOME ~ORK 
UNIT: QUADRATIC EQUATIO S 
Scores Frequencies 
Group 1 Group 2 
78 - 82 3 3 
73 - 77 12 6 
68 - 72 12 8 
63 - 67 6 5 
58 - 62 10 5 
53 - 57 9 11 
48 - 52 4 9 
43 - ,,, 4 7 
38 - 42 9 9 
33 • 37 2 4 
28 - 32 3 7 
23 - 27 3 2 
18 - 20 0 0 
13 - 17 0 l 
an 47.70 Kean 52.20 
r: .39 




was shown int vor of the home-work group. This might be explained 
by the tact that bout 2~ ot this test was on the factoring method 
ot solving quadratic equations end this method had been handled simi-
larly in each group prior to this unit. 
Table XVI gives a summery ot tbs eans tor the two groups when 
turns were teken in the matter of assigned hoe work on the six 
experimental units scattered throughout the school year. Differences 
between the means of the groups ranged from 1.40 to 19.5 points, 
each time being in favor of the group having assigned home work. 
Table XVII gives o summary of the meens tor the two groups hen 
like treat nt was givan on tive intermittent units. The r nge of 
dif.ferences is from .28 to 3.23 points, sometimes in favor of' Group 1 
and sometimes int vor ot Group 2. 
Table XVIII gives the standard differences between the m.esns as 
measured on the base line. In each ease the difference found tor 
the experimental unit was greater than that found in the immediately 
preceding like treatment unit. It would seem that the home-work 
factor brought bout this 3r ter difference in the achievements 
of the groups. As the year continued there seemed to be ti increasingly 
greater difference bet een the achievements or the groups as home 
work wes assigned. This .11181 have been due to the tact that the 
newness or the subject as iell as the early tall school enthusiasm 
wore ott until finally only the required home work as being done 
in algebra . Another cause might have been that easy material is 
given in the beginning of the course and this could be echieved 















COMPARISOn OF MEI.NS O .. i THE SIX EXPERilm1I'AL UlHTS 
FOR GROUPS 1 A! D 2 
Group 1 Group 2 
Jlean ee.n 
No home work - 77.10 Home work - - - 78.5Q 
Home work - - 104. 72 No home work - 100.17 
No home work - 79.00 Home work - - - 81.70 
Home work - - 74.65 lo home work - 69.35 
No home work - 126.00 Hoe work - - 145. 50 
Home ~ork: - - 52.20 No home work - 57.70 
COMP.ARISO!-l O! ME.ANS ON TRE FIVE INTER!.'!~ U?UTS 
0 LIKE TREATl.iENT 
















SIGMA DIFFERENCES BET~ THE ME11NS OF THE 
GROUPS ON TESTS AFTER THE APPLICATION 




.93 er .12 0-
1.74 er .30 (T 
1 .10 U- 1.07 6° 
2.1a er .54~ 
4.87() 1 . 70 O"'" 
2 .86 er 
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factoring, tractions, and quadratics coming l tar in the eourse need 
much more practice. Finally, the many activities of the school as 
well as outside activities later in the year claim a large per cent 
or the pupils' ti.me so that less and less time is avail ble for 
home work ttnd it not required, it is likaly not to be done. 
Table XIX gives the average .! scores or the se-venty-seven 
pa ira of pupils included in this study. The individual scores made 
on the tests tallowing the six experimental units were cbaDged to 
.!. seores for the purpose ot studying individu 1 cases. sch pupil's 
average position was found on the three unit teats on hich he was 
not given home-work assignments, then again on the three unit tests 
on which he did have assignments. These figures are given in the 
first two colu..'llD.s· and his net gain in the third colU1BD. Positive 
scores are those above the mean ot his group and negative scores 
are those belo the mean of his group. For example the first pupil 
in Group l made an average .! score ot .722 when he had no home work 
and .766 when he hed home-work assigmnents. His nst gain was .044 
showing a higher position after the home-work units. Pupil No . 7 
in Group 2 changed his position trom. -.247 to f.279 when he did 
home -ork. His net gein was .526. Pupil No. 56 in Group 2 was 
able to achieve a hi~her position when no home work was given. 
This was probably due to the tact that he is a conscientious pupil 
of high IQ,. and he studied whether he had assigned home work or not. 
He may not have really done any better work on the non home- ork 
units but his relative position was improved because the mean of 
his group slipped down in the non home-work units. 
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TAB XIX 
dioup l oup 2 
• n., uot Jo-. • 
G1.dn n 
1 .. ,70S .122 .ow 211 .624 -.413 
2 -.ss1 .120 -.501 .312 .034 .346 
3 • 294 -1.885 591 -1.611 .J.37 -1.1 8 
4 • 24 .ino -.1 6 ,703 l.174 -.471 
5 .049 -..094 .143 -.676 -.256 .... 51 
G -.645 -1.775 1.1:so -L,585 -1.205 --..480 
7 l.o20 .628 .. 92 .219 -.247 .626 
8 .,989 .Gal .3.38 .284 .686 ... 402 
9 -.425 -l.033 .soa -· 1 -.897 .200 10 .246 -.9 1 .. 176 -1.002 .153 -li\'15 
11 .411 • 382 .029 . ... 548 .211 -.769 
12 .386 .686 -. 00 -.116 •.365 .249 
13 -.979 -.431 .548 -.815 -.025 • 790 
14 . -65 le046 - 81 -.104 -.691 -.795 
15 .814 .111 .043 .430 -1.111 1.601 
16 .... 112 -.184 .012 .a11 .893 -.582 
17 .506 .084 .422 .309 .505 -.19 
18 .176 .-009 .071 .585 .%4 -.359 
19 -.24G .oas • 332 .037 -.aoo 842 
20 -.BGG -l.662 .19 -1.223 -1.076 -.148 
21 -.242 -1.183 .941 .238 -.410 .G4S 
22 .2eo .s 0 - M2 -.359 -.B32 .473 
23 .... 2n2 -.51 .. .221 -.402 -.a94 .492 
24 .alG .123 .09S .893 -1.168 .. 475 
2S .691 .794 -.1os .140 .s2a -.188 
26 .597 .452 .146 -.-182 -.802 .110 
21 -.193 -.254 .o .. sos 1.131 • 531 
28 -l 76 -1.521 1 ... 2 -1.228 -.855 -.S13 
29 .417 .994 - 677 .656 1.362 - 100 
30 - 096 -· 25 .429 -.293 .011 ·- .S10 
1 101 ... 092 193 --721 - .. 489 •• 232 
32 -.629 .. 760 869 • .97 .OlG .. 2~s .4 1 - .. 216 .211 .093 .178 
.. 552. .239 Sl3 .784 .266 .528 
35 -.'216 -1 71 1 2-55 -1.101 -.e2s 816 
36 1.456 .902 .494 -.369 .3 l .028 
S7 .235 324 - 089 .691 1.030 -.33 
38 -.-292 -.131 -.161 -1.007 -.699 -.308 
39 -.729 -.988 .259 -.187 .343 - 530 
40 •1.2,:;9 •• 507 .732 1.063 -1.sas .480 
( continued on next page) 
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AB XIX 
(co tinuo ) 
Group l Gro14) 2 
R. • lo • l'ot H.r. o u.~ • 
8 n n 
41 .113 • 02 - 289 .m 1.11s -.-278 
42 -.497 ... 349 -.148 .036 .. aoo -.764 
43 ... 1.1 -1.579 71 -.397 .011 -.468 
44 1.656 11 !1'76 .681 1.149 1.538 -· 89 
46 .181 .399 ..... 21n .748 .602 .144 
46 .931 l.139 • 202 1.000 1.227 -.221 
4'7 . ,959 1.1sa -.179 l 091 1 .. 273 -.182 
4 .,,7~ .805 .042 .GOO .. 543 .111 
49 981 1,.002 -.051 1.,078 .s31 .241 
50 259 528 -.2 9 -.403 -l 6 .. 73 
51 • 15 .09 .. 319 -· 29 084 -.493 
2 .cos (Jt5 .226 -11.099 .soo ... sr..1 
5"' -l .. ~76 -1.z:;2 - 1 G 671 -.034 .705 
54 -.zan -.102 474 -..009 .285 275 
66 -. 21 ... 269 - 362 .084 -1.597 613 
J;G 1.200 1.148 .055 .897 1.1s1 -.270 
57 -· 15 -.103 - 312 .067 -.699 .• 63.2 
58 -l.592 -1 200 - 9.2 --.920 ..... 117 -.8ll 59 -1 216 - 414 - 602 -2 83 -l 7 5 -· 8 0 - 973 -.822 -1151 -.286 -.923 • 7 l .138 ~1 • 001 093 -.022 115 
82 -l.898 • 816 -.082 a.425 .169 256 
03 -1 iSl -.913 - 118 -.108 -.614 - 094 
.646 • 118 - 528 -.091 -.417 S8G 
66 .392 524 - 132 -l.149 - 818 -.271 
66 1.768 .902 see .612. 1.576 .866 
rn 196 .682 .487 -.475 -.160 ... 309 
68 .. 667 .. 59 .o 9 • .345 .513 -.228 
69 _.52 1.047 -.519 1.039 1 414 -· 76 
70 •• 555 ... 1.209 -2.758 -1.487 -1.2.11 
71 871 l.-004 -.133 • 23 .s1 - .. 1 
72 - 382 • .314 - 69 -.253 - 450 197 
7 -1.861 -1 948 .-OC? -1.327 -l.113 -.214 
1 1.395 1.2 .l.37 .012 .soa -.291 
75 .332 .soo -.273 ... l 3 ..... 735 582 
'fG .aso a45G .-31 a9S2 .388 544 
71 - ,155 - 557 .102 .326 .. 625 -.299 
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Seventy-one pupils had higher.! score average when home work 
as assigned. while the other eighty-three ere eble to raise their 
relative position when no work was assigned. Thia might be explained 
similarly to the above case or pupil No. 56 in Group 2. 
Of the total or one hundred fifty-four pupils, eighteen improved 
consistently on each test following the assignment of hoe work when 
4 compared with tho immediately preceding non home-work test. Their 
IQ.~s are listed below. 
IQ Ho . of IQ, No. or IQ o. of 
Pupils Pupils Pupils 
119 1 114 l 102 1 
118 l 113 2 99 1 
117 l 112 2 92 l 
116 2 111 2 90 l 
115 l 104 1 
Ot the total number or pupils in this study forty-eight raised 
their standings on two out ot the three home-work tests5 when compared 
with the immediately preceding non home-work tests. Their r~•s are 
listed below. 
IQ No. ot IQ. No. ot IQ No. ot 
Pupils Pupils Pupils 
124 l 112 2 96 2 
120 l ill l 90 1 
119 l 110 2 
118 5 109 4 
ll7 2 107 l 
116 2 106 7 
115 5 105 3 
114 4 104 1 
113 2 103 1 
Fifty-seven ot the totel number ot pupils showed improvement 
on one of the home-work tests in coml)tirison with the immediately 
4 A test given after no assigned home work on the unit. 
5 A test given after assigned home work on the unit. 
5~ 
preceding non home-work tests. their I~'s are listed below. 
IQ No. ot IQ No. of IQ No . or 
Pupils Pupils Pupils 
128 1 114 2 105 3 
124 l 11:3 4 104 4 
122 l 112 2 102 1 
121 3 111 l 99 l 
120 3 110 l 98 2 
119 1 109 l5 96 l 
118 2 108 2 94 1 
117 3 107 2 89 l 
115 6 106 2 86 l 
Thirty-one of the tot l number of pupils showed no improvement 
on any home-work test in comparison with the previous non home-work 
test. In tact. th~ir average.! scores were higher on the non home-
work tests. Their IQ.'s are us follows: 
IQ No. o-t IQ. No. of I No. ot 
Pupils Pupils Pupils 
129 l 114 3 103 l 
124 l 112 1 101 1 
121 2 .lll l 97 l 
120 2 110 l 96 3 
119 4, 108 l 89 l 
ll'7 l 107 1 
ll6 2 106 2 
Summarizing the above information it seems that with the pupils 
6 or higher I~'s that assigned home work is less effective. In the 
first group above7 there is only one pupil above an I Q or 118, and 
this is en IQ or 119. 
from 118 to 124 ! Q's. 
6 IQ'e above 118. 
8 
In the second group there are three pupils 
In the third group9 there were ten pupils 
7 The group which improved consistently on each home-work test 
8 The group which improved tllO out or three times 
9 The group which improved one out ot three times 
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trom 118 to 128 I~'s and in the fourth group10 there are ten pupils 
trom 118 to 129 IQ' .s. The I · 's at the lower end of the scale shows 
no consistency. 
Table XX shows the IQ's of the seventy-one pupils who had higher 
~ score averages on the three home-work tests in comparison with the 
eighty-three who had higher average on the non home-work teats. The 
I Q. has no etteet on the achievements of the group when home-work is 
assigned as shown by the.!:. or .03 which is negligible, but it can be 
seen in the table that in the former group there are six pupils above 
118 IQ while in the latter group there are eighteen above 118 I Q 
which might be~ alight indication that home \\'Ork is needed leas by 
the pupils of higher !Q's. 
A correlation coefficient was found to determine whether the age 
etfeeted the achievement of pupils given assigned home work. An r 
ot .004 showed no relationship to exist among the pupils of this 
group whose ages ranged from 154 months to 211 months. 
-
A study of the number of boys who impro·1ed when home work was 
assigned wee compared w1 th the number of girls who improved w1 th 
home mrk to determine whether that tactor effected the work ot boys 
or girls more. Forty-one of the seventy-one pupils who made a higher 
z score average on the home-work tests were boys but a larger number 
ot boys ere included in the experiment than girls. Altogether there 
were eighty-six boys and sixty-eight girls who made up the total one 




COU?ARISON F IQ.' S OF .?UPIL ,mo HAD A 
HIGHER z SCORE .AVERAGE ON '.lRE 
HOME-'"70RK TEST WITH THOSE 
WHO HAD A HIGHER 
AVERAGE OU NON 
HO!r':E- \"ORK 
'rES'l'S 
Higher Home- ork Higher Non Home-.ork 
Average Average 
I~ Number of Pupils IQ, Number of Pupils 
129 129 l 




124 1 124 2 
123 123 
122 l 122 
121 l 121 4 
120 l 120 5 
119 2 119 5 
118 6 118 2 
117 4 117 3 
116 3 ll6 3 
115 7 115 5 
114 4 114 6 
113 6 llS 2 
112 5 112 2 
111 2 111 4 
110 2 110 2 
109 3 109 5 
108 108 3 
107 1 107 3 
106 6 106 5 
105 3 105 3 
104 3 104 3 
103 105 2 
102 l 102 1 
101 101 1 
100 100 
99 1 99 l 
98 l 98 1 
97 97 l 
96 3 96 3 
95 95 
94 94 l 
93 93 
92 1 92 
91 91 
90 2 90 l 
89 l 89 1 
88 88 
87 87 
86 86 l 
Total 71 pupils Total 83 pupils 
hundred fifty-four pupils in this study. The per cent or boys 
having a higher average in the tests w: s about~ higher than 
that tor the girls. Since girls sre supposed to do better in 
school than boys, this per cent might have been greater with an 
average group. Table I showed the average IQ of this group to 
56 
be about 10 points above the general average. A more extensive 
study might show that boys profit more by written home-work assign-
ments than girls. 
Table XII gives a summary or the statistics used in the inter-
pretation ot the results of the eleven tests used in this study. 
croup l Croup 2 Or'oup l 
Testa Si- ti~ li)ali 
1. 3.24 3.30 · ms.1a 
2. s.os 3.00 77.10 
a. 4.20 s.aa ·n.es 
• 2,73 :,.33 104.72 
s. 5.10 3.45 48.70 
6. s.ss 3.32 19.00 
1. 3.23 s.21 72.60 
s. 3.29 3.a1 74.El5 
9·. 4.76 4.79 55.07 
10. 5.09 4.2s 120.00 
11. s.02 3.09 67.70 
TABLE XXI 
Smt'WlY OF STATISTICAL COMJ?tr.l'AT!OUS 
USED I!l 1'HB STUDY 
Group 2 r Group l Group 2 
Menn - Si~ nv. Si~ av. 
ss.44 .65 2.58 2.ez 
78.50 .sa l.75 1.11 
1s.20 .68 2.40 a,20 
100.17 .39 2.1s 2.e.5 
4G.55 .41 1,7S 1.94 
81,70 .25 2.00 1.es 
71.60 .10 1.00. l . OG 
69.35 .2e 1.07 2.17 
68.SO .rs 2.11 2.73 
146.50 .43 4.06 3,37 
52.20 .39 1,72 1.76 
er d.li't. be-
dift. twoon ~eana 





























'lhe results ot tha six experimental units, which were chosen 
t'rom the algebra course of s t udy tor the Bartlesville 1unior-Senior 
High School end carried out by the writer, suggest the following 
conclusions: 
l. Deily home-work assignments in algebra had a positive 
effect on the e.chievem.ents or these groups ot pupils as a whole. 
2. The factor ot home work seemed to be of increasingly 
greater effectiveness as the year progressed. 
3. Since the dally home-work assignments were planned to 
keep a pupil ot average ability busy for only about torty-riTe 
minutes, they were not excessively burdensome on the pupils in 
proportion to the benefits obtained. Many pupils prepared their 
assignments in about twenty minutes as the average I Q ot the group 
wes relatively high. 
4. The I Q is not closely related to the effect of the fac t or 
or assigned home work of these algebra pupils. 
5. The factor or assigned home work s ~ems to be of less 
importance for the achievements o~ pupils of IQ's above 118. 
6. The chronologicel age has no ettect on the achievements 
ot pupils when considering the home-work factor. 
7. A small margin in per cent is in favor of the boys 
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